
Lauren Wright Senior Secretary

WHY I SHOULD BE SECRETARY
I believe that I should be Senior Secretary for many reasons. I believe
that I possess many qualities that are essential for the secretary
position. For example I take initiative on many projects and events
within Student Council and Leadership. Additionally I am very
responsible and can get down to business, which will be very helpful
when taking care of minutes, votes, and reporting ideas. Being the
Junior secretary last year was a great experience and learning
opportunity for me, it has equipped me with the necessary skills to be
the senior secretary.

EXPERIENCE

Student Leadership & Student Council
● I joined Student Council and Leadership last year.
● In my two years of being in student council and leadership I have taken

lead on many projects. Being the Junior secretary I took lead with the
senior secretary on the dance committee for homecoming, I also take lead
on many in-class and outside of class projects like Icebreakers, senior
citizen holiday dinner, winter charity week and states. I have dedicated
a lot of time to the program.

● I also have attended many conferences for the MASC/MAHS. All have been
great learning experiences for me.

I Have two jobs, one at a grocery store and one at a cafe.
● I got a job at a grocery store in 2021 and it has helped me gain

responsibility and independence drastically.
● I got my second job at a cafe as a host and server in the summer of 2023.

This job has taught me many valuable skills in customer service and the
food industry.

● I've learned how to manage time, money and have gained problem solving
skills and communication skills from these experiences.

Sports Teams/ ExtraCurriculars
● I have played on the softball team for the last two years and recently

joined LINK CREW this year. Being a part of these teams has taught me
teamwork, problem solving skills, loyalty and leadership techniques.
These skills will be very helpful for the secretary position.



POSITION ON BOARD
I believe that having a role in the executive board is very important and brings
you that much closer to the school and student body. I have learned very quickly
that the Secretary is an important role to the entire board, their jobs are
crucial during student council meetings.

WHAT NEW LEADERSHIP I WILL BRING
I will bring many new leadership skills to the board. My quick thinking,
confidence, great ideas and responsibility have been a great asset on the board.
This will impact the student body because my quick thinking can spark ideas that
will be brought to life within the school. I want to pursue this position
because I am very passionate about the student body and the effects we put on
it. I also think I am a great candidate and would continue to do great on the
board.


